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Abstract. Digital transformation is increasingly determining the development of
societies through ubiquitous deployment of modern information technologies.
One of the main drivers that are still not paid sufficient attention are application
programming interfaces (APIs). These are not essential just for new services
development and adoption, but have further reach and may result even in creation
of new industries. Their importance is therefore not to be overlooked for further
development, especially by taking into account that the main focus is still on
developers (i.e. bottom-up approach). However, higher level business views (i.e.
top-down approach) are to be considered in de facto and de iure APIs
development, deployment and standardization processes, which is currently not
the case. Therefore this paper presents a framework for facilitating APIs
(services) evolution by considering top-down business views and their proper
addressing. The approach builds on lessons learnt with complex services
architectures, and their higher-level derivatives. In line with these lessons it
defines implementation strategies at technological and business levels. The
whole contribution is conceptualized around e-government services, because
governments are key players in each and every economy, and their impact in
digital transformation is therefore vital.
Keywords: digital transformation, application programming interfaces,
advanced services, e-business, e-government.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, digital transformation is a reality that is driving not only traditional, tangible
products focused primary and secondary sectors, but it extends all the way up through
the tertiary to the quaternary sector with increasing number of advanced services. And
governments present a central entity of digital transformation in quaternary sector. The
reasons are rather straightforward.
Governments are typically one of the largest entities in national economies. Their
budgets present significant – often major – portion of a country’s gross-domestic
product (in case of Germany, for example, the current federal budget presents approx.
11% of its yearly GDP [1]). Despite this, when it comes to IT they are too often
considered as entities that “passively” support citizens and businesses, while, in fact,
they are drivers of whole e-economies:
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1. First, governments play considerable roles in all of e-business relations, be it
administration to business (A2B) and vice versa (B2A), administration to citizens
(A2C) and vice versa (C2A), or administration to administration relations (A2A).
2. Second, considering their potential, they should play a major and active role also in
further technology promotion through services they offer, e.g. e-government.
Currently, within the on-going digital transformation, application program interfaces,
or APIs, play a pivotal role that exceeds their anticipated influence. Initially and still
today, APIs are almost completely considered to be in the domain of developers, i.e.
belonging to the technological domain (as stated in [2], “unlike past trends that market
to business leaders, APIs market directly to developers”). However, the gathered
evidence shows that they do not have significant impact only on the development on
new services, but even creation of new industries through new business models [3].
Thus APIs are far more than pure technological artefacts. They affect business even
at strategic levels and have to be treated accordingly. Put another way - the gap between
top-down, business views focused approaches (e.g. e-government) and bottom-up,
technology focused approaches (e.g. APIs) has to be bridged in appropriate way. And
this is where the main contribution of this paper comes in. In the second section the
relevant technological driving forces are analyzed together with historical perspective
to include lessons learnt. This line of reasoning is further refined in the third section,
where a new approach to integration of light REST (REpresentational State Transfer)
and complex SOAP (Simple Objects Access Protocol) services is presented. The
approach builds on existing de facto and de jure standards. In the fourth section the
proposed management framework built around e-government initiatives is analyzed
and discussed. There are conclusions in the fifth section, followed by
acknowledgements and references.

2

The Evolutionary Elements Behind Digital Transformation

The era of e-business began in the mid-nineties of the former century when the Internet
started to penetrate business domain [4]. It transformed many industries, starting with
the services sector and followed later by tangibles producing sectors. New industries
appeared based on new business models (which have transformed in IT inherently
present added value), while traditional ones had to adapt many of their processes. As
the operationalization and wide implementation of e-business paradigm required new
knowledge at the intersection of rapidly evolving IT domain and management domain,
a field of e-business engineering emerged [5]. Such approach is crucial, because it
enables appropriate addressing of soft and hard factors, which will be also the case in
the rest of this paper.
Let’s focus now specifically on services. Already during their early development
research focused not only on deployment, but also on their descriptions and discovery.
This resulted in specifications of Simple objects access protocol (SOAP), Web services
description language (WSDL) and Universal description, discovery and integration
protocol (UDDI) [6] (SOAP – WSDL – UDDI triple is also referred to as WS-* family,
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or remote procedure call, RPC, style services). It is worth to point out that, within this
triple, WSDL was actually describing and API for SOAP services.
The SOAP / WSDL / UDDI development was still mainly of technological nature.
It was about elementary software procedures (routines) at the business sub-operations
level. To further address business needs (i.e. the levels above operations level, all the
way to complete business processes), aggregation of these elementary routines was
needed for WS-* architectures. But such efforts did not succeed. One well known
example was ebXML (e-business eXtended Markup Language) standard proposed by
UN CEFAT and OASIS [7], where complex business rules and processes description
language were introduced. This was supposed to enable business solutions development
with the business processes specifications, which could be almost automatically
transformable into program code. However, this technology became very complex and
it was too demanding in terms of required efforts and resources for their
implementations. On top of this, automatic finding and deploying of available services
by using UDDI did not take ground.
What are the lessons learnt for APIs framework? First, avoid too complex structures.
Second, avoid imposing too strict specifications – preferably, these should be flexible
and based on de iure and de facto solutions to a maximal possible extent. Additional
argument for these two requirements is a huge success of lightweight and easier
deployable REST services that are forming RESTful architectures. Business
community started to deploy them extensively soon after their introduction, and access
to these services started almost at the same time to via APIs. As shown in Fig. 1 APIs
deployment shows (close to) exponential growth.
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Fig. 1. The growth of REST APIs (source https://www.programmableweb.com).

However, the basic nature of RESTful architectures is such that they and their APIs are
developers focused, most likely due to the fact that APIs are protocols intended to be
used as interfaces by software components to communicate with each other in order to
extend reach of their applications (services) [8]. This narrow view triggered some
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authors to start exposing business importance of APIs. In [9] it is even exposed that
APIs should be treated as a kind of contracts, which are linking the technological and
business domains.

3

Fostering Business-centric APIs Through e-Government
Services

Contrary to SOAP architectures, RESTful APIs have been primarily considered in a
data-centric way so far. One understandable reason is due to many governments’ goal
that public data should be publicly available. RESTful solutions with their APIs come
very handy to fulfill this goal, so it should not be surprising that also OECD in its Open
Government Data document, when mentioning APIs, considers them in a data-centric
way [8] (this subject is similarly handled in [10]).
Such data-centrism of REST APIs is also a natural consequence of the fact that these
web services enable clients to access and manipulate textual representations of
resources, i.e. data. Taking into account further that they are largely deployed in interorganizational settings, while SOAP architectures remain notably limited to intraorganizational settings, there exists a gap. On one hand we have processes centric
architectures that are very complex and limited to intra-organizations use, while on the
other hand data centric architectures face huge inter-organizational success, but they
remain limited to data without extensive offering of processes-centric support.
It can be concluded on the basis of the above given facts and the line of reasoning
that REST APIs would benefit from supporting process-centric needs (see Fig. 2).
However, imposing such addressing comes with a risk. If this is enforced (e.g. by de
jure standardization processes), the natural bottom-up driven access may be blocked.
Therefore, any de facto or de jure extensions of APIs should be flexible, potentially
optional, and done in a way where existing technology can included with minimal
coding or reconfiguration effort.

Fig. 2. APIs – linking the technology and business domains.
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Before detailing out the proposed extensions to REST APIs, the most important existing
standards this area should be briefly provided and analyzed:
─ Currently the most promising industry standard, the winning player, is Open API
Initiative, OAI, formerly known as Swagger [11]. OAI enables computers to
discover and understand a service without accessing its source code or software
documentation. This specification that is built upon JSON data representation is
comprehensible also to humans, developers and non-developers. OAI is currently
the main initiative in the field and it is based on open source software.
─ A competing specification to OAI is RESTful API Modeling Language, RAML
(http://www.raml.org), which, in turn, is based on a human-readable data
serialization language YAML that is a superset of JavaScript Object Notation, JSON.
Compared to OAI, RAML specification is supposed to provide more flexibility, even
to an extent that includes support of architectures like SOAP [12].
─ Beside OAI and RAML, another important specification (that is not an API per se)
is Common Gateway Interface, CGI [13]. CGI is the oldest one and during the early
ages of web it provided means for running scripts or programs on server’s (the most
successful language for this purposes was PHP, which is still among the most
popular programming languages [14]). Despite popularity of CGI, its
standardization never ended in de iure standards, although, contrary to a wider belief,
CGI still is a de facto standard. It is natively supported by Apache servers, which
have close to 50% market share [15]. Therefore, as Apache servers are natively
backed by PHP, which may run in CGI mode or as an Apache module, CGI related
kind of web services are still more than alive.
Let’s now restate our basic problem as follows: Can we make RESTful architecture
also processes-aware knowing that this architecture builds upon only PUT, POST,
GET, DELETE, HEAD, and PATCH methods, where these methods operate
exclusively upon textual resources provided through URIs? If so, the problem now is
how to invoke also general procedures and not only data. These are the main options at
our disposal:
─ Option number one is a new specification (standard) that would use the best from
both worlds, RESTful and SOAP, and fuse them.
─ Option number two is that SOAP APIs and REST APIs remain as they are and an
additional code at a server does the splitting / merging of the services.
─ Option number three is to use REST service to accommodate SOAP service, i.e.
make SOAP exposed as a REST.
─ Option number four is that SOAP is used to accommodate and expose REST service
(i.e. becoming incorporated into a SOAP service).
─ The fifth option is CGI-BIN based web services deployment.
The first option would enable the best from both worlds, but it is unlikely to happen, as
there are currently no such standardization efforts in sight. The second option would
also actually pseudo-integrate the two worlds, but would require some adjustments to
existing implementations. Nevertheless, it is a doable option, as such adjustments are
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not excessive (so it is not surprising that certain implementations like Oracle SOA Suite
already supports this option in a certain way). The third option is in principle undoable,
as RESTful is about textual representations of resources manipulated by REST
methods, while SOAP is about any kind of data manipulation and processing
procedures (there exists a workaround with limited functionality by wrapping a SOAP
call within a REST call). Now as to option four, this option is doable and there do exist
such solutions [16], but it conceptually favors SOAP and ineffectively complicates
REST parts. Finally, the fifth option is a solution that already exists, although it is tied
to two particular technologies, Apache servers and PHP programming language. But
these technologies are widely adopted and present de facto standard.
According to the above stated analysis, the data and processes focused merging of
the two kinds of services can be enabled by using the architectures that are presented
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. For the first proposed architecture a dispatcher (front-end
processor) is introduced. Thus appropriate structuring of a service call needs to be
defined. REST services that are nowadays tied to JSON, were initially tied to XML,
which is about processes and data. Therefore, as XML technology is no stranger to
REST architectures, an efficient way to implement dispatcher architecture goes as
follows:
1. Use a minimal http server, where front-end processor is deployed that analyses
requests from originators. Its parsing operation relies on appropriate XML schema
that reflects composite service envelope structure, presented below.
2. Afterwards parsing, the request is split into REST and SOAP parts accordingly,
while each part is forwarded to an intended destination servers.
3. After obtaining responses from the destination, the front-end processor merges the
responses in an XML envelope and sends this enveloped content to the originator.

client

client

client

dispatcher
( HTTPd, XML, SAX, Xpath / XSLT)

REST service

SOAP service

Fig. 3. Dispatcher architecture.
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REST client

SOAP client

Apache / PHP

Fig. 4. Apache / PHP architecture.

The proposed solution is rather easy to implement with minimal programming, because
the majority of tools already exist. For the first step Apache Tomcat server with
containers can be used, while another option is implementation of a simple HTTP server
that requires something between fifty to hundred lines of source code. For the second
step, a widely available SAX (Simple API for XML) or DOM (Document Object
Model) parser can be used. For the third step, XSLT (with XPath) can be used. What
needs to be defined for the fourth step is a simple XML wrapper structure, i.e. an
envelope for a composite service:
<compositeSrvc>
<RESTservice>…</RESTservice> <SOAPservice>…</SOAPservice>
</compositeSrvc>
The second proposed architecture is basically tied to PHP, and the approach is rather
straightforward as well. The open source community offers solutions for years, where
PHP scripting is integrated with Apache servers. Consequently, provisioning REST and
SOAP is just a matter of proper installation and configuration of Apache / PHP pair.

4

Leveraging bottom-up with top-down approaches

Although the main-stream way of thinking about APIs nowadays is data-centric, there
are quite some caveats why such view is likely insufficient for a general digital
transformation. And this is the point where governments with their e-government
services can make a critical technological push (One such initiative (and probably the
first of this kind) has been implemented very recently by the state of Singapore [17]).
Why such a push is needed, and how to approach it, is further elaborated next.
The first reason is purely technical – the emerging era of the internet of things, IoT,
where many devices will lack computing resources, requires more than just raw data.
These devices will be forced to “outsource” also significant part of processing. The
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second reason is misconception that a straightforward utilization of data-centric APIs
automatically leads to increased value of these data [19]. The third one is that although
APIs are grounded on technological foundations, they have strong organizational
implications and influence organizations even at strategic levels [9]. The fourth one is
that properly conceptualized APIs enable creation of new business models and even
new industries [9, 20], while successful penetration of e-government systems has a
notable impact on business value creation, where this penetration depends on
technological and (inter)organizational factors [21].
Further, and as already emphasized, for adoption of advanced IT services soft factors
are at least as important as hard ones – APIs are no exception (such approach is
emphasized also by OECD [18]). And the core concept that encompasses soft factors
is new business model(s). Such models often lead to creation of new industries, not
only products and services per se.
Now contrary to common belief that business models are something of importance
just to commercial businesses, the truth is that they have lots to do with government
agencies and alike as well [22]. Latently present added value in IT technology is
released through appropriate business models, be it in commercial sector or public
administration. Therefore taking into account the framework presented in this paper we
anticipate that e-government provided APIs will also shape business models in general
as shown in Fig. 5.
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indirect
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e-Gov

process centric

data centric

process centric

(e-Government) services
analytics & big data, distributed ledger, cloud computing, IoT, machine learning & AI, mobile technologies

Fig. 5. APIs and e-government driven business models for digital transformation.

5

Conclusions

By following the e-business engineering principles, the approach in this paper focuses
on digital transformation. This transformation is typically considered to be driven by
the following technologies [23]: analytics, big data, distributed ledger, cloud
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computing, internet of things, machine learning with AI, and mobile technologies.
Further, it is considered to be driven by the following sectors: banking, consumer
products, healthcare, high tech, manufacturing, retail and transportation [23].
However, this paper justifies that digital transformation in tertiary and quaternary
sectors is becoming notably tied to APIs (which are front-ends for corresponding
services) that are a kind of common denominator of the above technologies. It has been
shown that APIs are currently primarily treated in a data-centric way, but they should
be considered more broadly to encompass also process-centric views. It is further
justified that among the above stated sectors, government sector is certainly among
digital transformation drivers and should be included in related efforts – most naturally
through e-government services. Such position well coincides with the general position
of, e.g. EU Commission about digital scoreboard and related priorities [24, 25].
This presents the basis for the core contribution of this paper, which is architectural
framework that relies on de facto and de jure standards to fulfil the above goals:
increased digital transformation in services sectors by re-conceptualizing APIs and by
focusing on governments’ role through their e-government services. More precisely, by
building on the influence of governments on many transformation processes, including
the digital one, this paper presents a framework that binds business domain with
technological domain. It re-conceptualizes the role that APIs currently play and extends
it from being primarily about the data to be also about processes. And e-government
paradigm with its services is the way to go, where concrete steps are presented that can
be implemented with existing solutions and standards – the key accent is focus.
Although being a soft factor, appropriate focus of governments has numerous hard
consequences. The experience shows that it often enables new business models and
creates even new industries. The very basic Internet is one such example and as such
additionally justifies the research in the directions given in this paper. However, a large
part of research performed so far has often not taken this view into account and has
focused on issues like quality of e-government services (see, e.g. [26]).
Speaking purely technologically, the approach presented in this paper is about
further services integration and thus presents an evolutionary step forward similar to
the steps like front-end and back-end services integration that took place a decade ago
[27]. Having integration in mind, future work will address further elaboration of the
exposed issues, and eventually some minimal de iure standardization efforts in the area
of REST APIs with shifting their focus from dominantly data-centric ones to balanced
ones that equally cover processes. Again, if nothing else then the weak processing
power segment of the emerging IoT population will stimulate such changes. As a
consequence, the importance of security, privacy and safety will play an increased role
[28]. Namely, these devices will barely possess required processing power for all
possible use and application scenarios, which will therefore have to be harvested from
the environment through APIs, even when lightweight solutions are considered.
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